Spanish I Semester I Vocabulary Review

Alphabet
Numbers 0-100

Hello
Good morning/day
What’s your name
My name is
And you (informal)
How are you (informal)
Well
Thank You
It’s nice to meet you
Likewise
Very well
So, so
Good afternoon
Good night / evening
Mrs.
Miss
Mr.
How are you? (formal)
What’s up?
From where are you?
I am from …
And you (formal)
See you later
Yes
No
Or
Bye
The classroom
The teacher
The student
The classmate
The desk
The blackboard
The sheet of paper
The ink pen
The table
The book
How do you say ___ in Spanish?
How do you spell___
You spell it ______

The day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
The month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
When is your birthday
My birthday is
How many ___ are there?
How old are you?
What is your phone number?
When is ___?
What is the date today?
Today is ___
Tomorrow is ___
What day is today?
The sixth of February
The first of May
There is/are
My
On
Get up
Sit down
Go to the board
Work with a classmate
Take-out a sheet of paper

Turn in your papers
Open the book
Close the book
Repeat
Pay attention
Turn around
Quiet please
Can I go to the bathroom?
Can I go to my locker?
Can I go to the principal’s office?
Can I sharpen my pencil?
Can I open the door?
Can I close the door?
To go to school
To swim
To draw
To go to the movies
To practice sports
To listen to music
To skate
To help at home
To talk on the phone
To study
To watch T.V.
To cook
To read
To play the guitar
To be with friends
What do you like to do?
Do you like to ___?
I like to ___
I like to ___ a lot
I like to ___ more
And you?
I do like to ___
Me too
I don’t like
I don’t like to ___ much
I don’t like ___ at all
I don’t like ___ neither
Really?
Well And
Generous Stingy
Impatient Pacient
Athletic Artistic
Adventurous Cautious
Organized
Disorganized Hard-working
Lazy Funny
Serious Quiet
Nice Social
What are you like? I am
You are Very
But Sometimes
Schedule Semester
Hour First
Second Third
Fourth Fifth
Sixth Seventh
Eighth
Math English
Gym Social studies
Lunch Art
Spanish Science
Music Health

A Tape player A calculator
A dictionary A marker
A notebook A ruler
A backpack A folder
A pencil A binder
_____ class
Difficult Easy
Homework
I learn
You learn
To need
I have
You have
For
Your
What
I'm sorry
Let's see
Here it is
There it is
A lot
What time is it?
It is 1:00
It is 2:30
Quarter
Half
To teach
At
At what time
It begins / starts
It ends
Is
Who